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professional

planners,
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and

specialist

companies in the electro-technical and construction field.
Dear business partner,
we are pleased to present the new edition of our Celsion catalog for cable
systems on escape routes 2011. Due to numerous inquiries for
protection systems for necessary staircases, we now offer the third
edition of our catalog with solutions and design examples for this area.
Due to the simplifications in MLAR (Template Cable Systems
Directive), 11.2005, this catalog focuses on staircases and rooms
necessary between required staircases and external exists. However,
we also offer you solutions for necessary hallways made of
noncombustible building materials.
In response to many requests, we also added special areas in order to
demonstrate several solution examples. As one of the leading
manufacturers and developers of novel fire protection systems, we
grow together with the requirements of our customers.
Our active participation in various technical safety committees is the
foundation for our solutions. These solutions go above and beyond
the present laws, requirements, rules, and standards, and they
already contain the newest requirements from the technical safety
committees.
Our sales team will gladly provide technical information, support in
the preparation of offers, or general information in matters of fire
protection. We are available at +49 (0) 3591 27078-0. On our
homepage www.celsion.de you can access the newest information
available from our company.
We hope that you will find this catalog of assistance in successfully
realizing your projects.

With kind regards from Bautzen
Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH

Boris Schubert
Managing Director
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Areas of application e.g.

Airports
High-rise buildings
Hospitals
Tunnels (car and rail)
Retirement and nursing homes
Preschools
Oil pipelines
Industrial buildings
Power plants
Educational facilities

Areas of application / solutions result from

MBO (Template Construction Directive) 11.2002
MLAR 11.2005
EltBauVO (Directive for the construction of plant rooms with
electrical installations) 01.2009
M-LüAR (German guideline for fire protection regulations of
ventilation systems) 09.2005
DIN EN 62208
DIN EN 61439
DIN EN 1047
DIN EN 1364
Loss Prevention - Solutions to
meet Fire Safety Regulations

BauPG (Building Products Act)

(The German Institute for Standardization)
per DIN 4102

Directive regarding Retail Construction

(European Committee for Standardization)
Solutions to meet the requirements
per DIN EN 62208, DIN EN 61439,
DIN EN 1047, DIN EN 1364

Directive regarding Places of Assembly

Directive regarding Hospital Construction

Directive regarding Industrial Construction

VdS 2000 : 2010-12 Guideline for fire protection during operation
Directive regarding High-Rise Construction
Directive regarding Underground Car Parks
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Competencies

Technical Construction Verification of Applicability upon request (project-specifically), e.g. for:

General Construction Certification
for "external flaming", suitable for Functional Integrity

General Construction Test Certification
for wall partitioning system - inspection door combinations

General Construction Certification
for "internal flaming", Fire Load Insulation

General Construction Certification
for inspection doors on installation shafts

The presented solutions and systems are based on the testing scope. General Construction Certification are applied for, or in the renewal
and/or supplementation process.
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Trust

Research for civil security

Type approvals in export countries

Certification by a MPA (state-approved material testing institute)
For example, stringing enclosures together, etc.

Test reports by a MPA (state-approved material testing institute)
To date 40 large and small flaming tests

Test reports by VDE and others
For example, for IP ratings (IP 66, IP 54), etc.

Opinions of the DIbT (German Institute for Construction Engineering)
For example. "IP 90 Classification", etc.

TÜV (Association for Technical Inspection) certifications
For example, the construction of doors in existing enclosures/cabinets, etc.

General Construction Approval of the German Federal
Railway Office (EBA)

International and national patents
For example, wall constructions, ventilation systems, etc.

Conformity certifications
Manufacturing monitoring by a state approved material testing institute
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Wall partitioning systems

Inspection doors

Enclosures / escape route
systems
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Chapter 1: Wall partitioning systems

Solution

Design example

Task

A building is to be renovated. The figure shows
a required hallway with direct connection to a
required staircase, which also represents an
escape route. Different offices and rest areas
are located on the right and on the left side of
the hallway.
According to MLAR 11.2005 requirements,
cable systems in required staircases must be
separated. An optically clean solution was
requested, which on the one hand ensures
freedom from fire load, and on the other hand,
separates existing electronics from the
staircase.

Design example:
Complete solution consisting of a wall
partitioning with separation, inspection door
and cable duct.
The LWA 30 series was used as an inspection
door. An F-30 classified drywall construction
was used in order to clad the old masonry and
to create a uniform ambiance.
Cables are routed to the system using cable
ducts, which are also optically faced in order to
blend into the optical appearance.
The electronics can be accessed at any time.
In order to protect the system against
unauthorized access, a customized locking
system, such as a "Senatsschließung" (master
key system), can be integrated.
The LWA 30 series used is based on a General
Construction Certification and complies with
the requirements of MLAR 11.2005.
We provide a one-stop solution for planning
and execution of such projects. You define the
task, and we deliver the solution.
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Performance characteristics of a system solution

CTW - Celsion Wall partitioning systems

Features and design variants of the
combination of fire-resistant walls
with inspection doors, separations, etc.
Stable and durable wall construction
Metal-reinforced construction
Painting and wallpapering possible
Wall in F30 or F90 quality
Separations can be integrated
Venting systems can be integrated
Inspection door with high-quality coating
Tested based on DIN 4102-2
Tested based on DIN 4102-11
Tested based on EN 1364
Tested based on DIN 4102-12
Suitable for Functional Integrity by creation of a room
Technical Construction Verification of Applicability upon request (project-specifically)
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Equipment / options
Fire protection plate according to DIN 4102 fire-proof
Wall partitioning suitable for wallpapering
Right or left door stop and/or double doors
Color similar to RAL 7035 (standard)
Smoke control
Locking via rotating lever with 2-point-locking
High-quality rotating lever, prepared for locking cylinder
Enclosure IP rating IP 54
Protection class II, non-conducting, nonmetallic enclosure
High-quality hinges, concealed or attached, depending on the series
Doors attached to the frame or recess-mounted in the frame

Freely selected surface finish, e.g., wood structure, metallic look, RAL special colors, etc.
Ceramic composite coating, impact- and scratch-proof
Fire protection plate with extremely impact- and scratch-proof coating, A2 possible as well
Glass pane in door; in the case of double doors, in both leafs possible
Ventilation system, self-closing in the case of fire
Cable entries / separations
High-performance fan for exhaustion of high dissipated heat losses
Electrical trigger of the ventilation system
Self-closing doors
Equipment and options are to be agreed project-specifically.

Project example: Special design in beech
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LWA

Wall partitioning system with LWA-type inspection door

Project example with special color

Features and design variants
Light-weight
Attached and built-in construction variants
General Construction Certification for the use as inspection door
Internal hinges
KLS ventilation system option
Cutouts possible in the frame
Cable entry (CKE) optional
Retrofit possible for existing systems (up to 300 mm inside depth)
Inspection doors can be optionally stringed together
Windows possible in door leafs
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Wall partitioning system with a CWA-type inspection door

CWA

Project example

Features and design variants
Doors recessed in the frame
30 and 90 minutes variants available
General Construction Certification for the use as inspection door
General Construction Test Certification for the drywall construction with inspection door combination
Verification of Applicability for the combination
Completely ready for installation
Inspection doors can be stringed together
Cutouts possible in the frame
CLS ventilation system optional

Please observe possible certifications regarding your design implementation.
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Fundamentals
Argebau

MBO

LAR

LBO

Administrative regulations
and guidelines

Technical guidelines

Supplementary guidelines

VDE

VDI

VDMA

VdS

MBO 2002
§ 14 Fire protection
Buildings and structures are to be designed, built,
and maintained in such a manner that in the
event of fire, the spread of smoke and fire will be
prevented and the rescue of humans and animals
as well as effective firefighting operations can
take place.

Design
Construction
Modification
Maintenance

= Architects and technical building services
= Installation and building of structures
= Planning and retrofitting of existing buildings
= Ongoing responsibilities of
owners and building managers 1)

1)Source: Commentary to the MLAR (Template Cable System
Directive) / LAR / RbALei, edition 2.
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Detailed specification,
e.g., MLAR 2005

3 Cable systems on escape routes
3.1 Basic requirements
3.1.1 According to § 40, section 2, MBO, cable
systems are only permitted in
a) required staircases according to § 35,
section 1, MBO,
b) in rooms between staircases and external exists
according to § 35, section 3, paragraph 3,
MBO, and
c) required hallways according to § 36, section 1, MBO,
if the use as escape route is possible sufficiently
long in the event of fire. This prerequisite is met,
if the cable systems in these rooms meet the
requirements in sections 3.1.2 to 3.5.6.
3.1.2 Cable systems may only reach into
load-bearing, reinforcing and space-enclosing
components as well as components of installation
shafts and ducts to such an extent that the required
Fire Resistance is maintained.
3.1.3 In safety staircases according to § 33,
section 2, paragraph 3, MBO, and in rooms between
safety staircases and external exists, only such
cable systems are permitted, which are exclusively
used for immediate supply of these rooms or
for firefighting.
3.2.2 Measuring equipment and systems
Measuring equipment and systems must at least
be separated from
a) required staircases and rooms between required
staircases and external exits by fire-retardant
components made of non-flammable materials;
opening in these components must at least be
closed off by fire-retardant covers with
circumferential seal;
b) required hallways by components made of
non-flammable materials with closed surfaces;
openings in these components must be closed by
covers made of non-flammable materials with
closed surfaces.
3.3 Pipeline systems for non-flammable media
3.3.1 Pipeline systems including insulation made
of non-flammable materials - including flammable
sealing and joining means and flammable pipe
coatings of up to 0.5 mm thickness - may be
openly routed.
3.5 Installation shafts and ducts, suspended
ceilings, and underfloor ducts

3.5.1 ¹lnstallation shafts and ducts - including opening
covers - must consist of non-flammable materials and
feature a Fire Resistance corresponding to the highest
required Fire Resistance of the space-enclosing
components, through which they are routed.
²The covers must be fitted with a circumferential seal
and close leak-tight. ³The installation shafts and ducts
must be fastened using non-flammable fastening material.
3.5.2 Deviating from section 3.5.1, in required hallways
installation shafts are sufficient, which

do not span floor ceilings and installation ducts
(including opening covers), which are at least
fire-retardant and which consist of non-flammable
materials
Excerpt from EltBauVO 2009 Directive for the construction of plant
rooms with electrical installations

§ 1 Area of application
This directive applies to the installation of
1. transformers and switchboards for nominal
voltages greater than 1 kV,
2. stationary power generation units for safety
systems and facilities stipulated by building
regulations, and
3. central battery systems for safety systems and
facilities in buildings stipulated by building
regulations.
§ 2 Definition of terms
Plant rooms for electrical systems (electrical plant
rooms) are rooms, which are exclusively used to
accommodate equipment in the terms of § 1.
§ 3 General requirements
¹Within buildings, electrical systems according to
§ 1 must each be accommodated in separate
electrical plant rooms.
²No electrical plant room is necessary for electrical
systems mentioned in § 1, no. 1, in
1. stand-alone buildings, and
2. in building sections separated by firewalls, if
these sections only contain electrical systems
listed in § 1, no. 1.
§ 4 Requirements on electrical plant rooms
(1) ¹Electrical plant rooms must be arranged such
that they can be easily and safely reached from
generally accessible rooms and from the outside,
and that they can be easily exited through a door
opening towards the outside at any time in the case
of danger. They must not be directly accessible
from required staircases.
²The rescue path within electrical plant rooms to an
exit according to § 36, section 2, paragraph 1, LBO,
may not exceed 35 m.
(2) ¹Electrical plant rooms must be sufficiently
dimensioned to allow proper installation and operation
of the electrical systems. They must have a minimum
clear height of 2 m.
²Above operating and maintenance paths, a minimum
headroom of 1.80 m must be present.
(3) Electrical plant rooms must be effective and
vented/aired according to the operating requirements.
(4) ¹Cables and equipment not required for the
operation of the respective electrical systems
may not be present in the electrical plant room.
²Paragraph 1 does not apply to electrical installations
in electrical plant rooms required for an emergency
power supply from a battery system according
to § 1, no. 3.
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1

Encapsulation of niches

Would you like to create space in a
building for electrical systems, but you
do not have any vacant rooms? How
about using a niche possibly existing
on site: For example, it is possible to
accommodate emergency power
supplies without additional space
demand and to safely separate them
from escape and rescue routes. The
general power supply can also be
accommodated using two fire
compartments. Accessibility is ensured
at any time. The system is directly
adapted to the circumstances on site.
Please be advised that this is not a
plant room ensuring Functional
Integrity.

2

Integration of protruding walls

Protruding walls also represent
optimum conditions for creating
additional space for electrical systems,
etc. With the simplified, lower-cost
creation of several separate fire
compartments, this variant provides a
significant advantage. This variant
allows the creation of a variety of
rooms on an escape or rescue path for
installations as well as file and
document storage. The uniform front
creates a visually uniform appearance.
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3

Optimal corner usage

4

Cladding of installation shafts

Would you like to partition existing fire
loads on escape and rescue paths?
Corners are often used as storage space
for files and documents, which represent
a fire load not to be neglected. In order
to not give up this storage space, it is
possible to eliminate the danger by
using a wall partitioning system in the
form of corner solutions. Of course, this
solution is not only suitable for storage,
but is also well suitable for existing
installations. A division into several fire
sections is possible as well.

Using this "enclosing" variant, it is for
example possible to optimally protect
cross-floor installations and to
partition them from escape and rescue
paths. For its easy accessibility, retrofit
installations can be realized without
larger reconstruction measures.
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Fire Load Insulation

Fire Load Insulation is a topic of increasing
importance. More people than ever are concerned
with this topic. Due to the ongoing revision of
standards and legislation as well as construction
directives, it is accurately defined how electrical
systems may be arranged and where additional
protection is necessary.
Escape and rescue paths must usually remain
passable for a defined time frame (30 minutes).
Therefore, no flames, heat, or smoke may pass from
an existing electrical system onto the escape route.
This is important, as an escape route is not only used
to evacuate a building, e.g., within 20 minutes, but is
also the first access path for fire fighters.
In the case of existing systems, this means that they
must either be accommodated in a separate room, or
partitioned from the escape route in accordance with
the fire protection regulations. It is often almost
impossible or associated with enormous costs and
effort to disassemble existing systems and to
accommodate them in a separate room.
In this case, a wall partitioning system offers an
ideal solution, as it can be installed without
powering down the electronics to be enclosed. It is
possible to find a suitable solution for almost all
situations, as wall partitioning system constructions
are flexible and are in principle adjusted to the
situation on site.
In this context, it is not important, wether the system
should be built across a corner, in niches, integrate
protruding walls, or simply be built in a U-shape
around a system. In order to comply with the different
building regulation requirements, the Celsion wall
partitioning system can be designed as a fireretardant ("F30") or a fire-resistant ("F90") system.

Create space

The Celsion wall partitioning system is an integrated
solution and thus, offers many usage options, such
as the creation of additional rooms.
Many older buildings are equipped with spacious
and particularly wide hallways. It only makes sense
to use such hallways for the storage of documents,
office supplies, or other work materials. However,
such stored materials represent a fire load, which
may not be present on escape and rescue routes. In
order to use these valuable areas, the wall
partitioning system can be used as encapsulation
and thus, become a kind of wall closet.
The flexible construction of the Celsion wall
partitioning system allows for partitioning of parts
of hallways and floors and thus, for the creation of
new storage areas in order to, e.g., store files
outside of office spaces and create expansion areas.
Our experts will be happy to advice you on site
regarding possible options. They will accurately
measure the building construction to ensure that
the prescribed minimum width of the escape and
rescue path will not by undercut by installing the
wall partitioning system.
Another option is the construction of complete
rooms. In halls or open-plan offices, areas are often
unused, which can assume a valuable role. It is for
example possible to build IT rooms protecting your
servers and network components against fire and
smoke. These rooms must meet high requirements
regarding air conditioning and (fire) protection. We
will be more than happy to advice you and plan the
project for you from first measurements up to the
final acceptance of the installation on site.

We are looking forward to your call.
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Scope of inspection

CWA testing

Tested: 4 m high / according to abP P-BWU03-1 17.2.53, maximum height: 4 m

Tested: 5 m wide / according to General Construction Test Certification
P-BWU03-1 17.2.53, maximum width: unlimited

Standard: Smooth front
Optional: Wallpapering / scratch-resistant coating

Please refer to the Verifications of Applicability for possible maximum dimensions.
Further General Construction Test Certifications according to DIN 4102-11, e.g. for shaft walls,
are currently tested at the MPA.
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Wall and ceiling connection

Example sketch

Connection to a solid wall

Example sketch

Connection to solid floors

Ceiling connection
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Example sketch

Example sketch

Connection to a drywall

Planning and service

From the first phone call up to final acceptance
of the installation
In order to make working with Celsion as easy as
possible, we offer our systems as complete solution.
We prepare a solution according to your demands as
well as building regulation requirements. Common
sequence:
1. On-site appointment to determine the scope of
fire protection measures.
2. Determination of building regulation requirements:
Based on local circumstances and customer
demands, we will find out, which regulations and
guidelines must be met.
3. Concept development: Based on circumstances and
building regulations, the Celsion project manager
prepares a concept, how to implement the
requirements in the best possible way.
4. Preparation of a cost schedule: In order to allow
budgeting and to ensure project transparency from
the start, we itemize the total costs.
5. Offer: After considering all points, our sales team
prepares a detailed offer.
6. Upon request, we prepare a project-related
invitation for tender.
7. Dimensional drawings: Our technical offers always
include a complete set of drawings graphically
representing the system.
8. Installation by trained Celsion personnel. A complex
system requires the highest degree of safety - and
this already during assembly. For this reason, our
wall partitioning systems are installed from one
source by our experienced installation teams and
specialized companies.

9. Creation of project documentation. If required,
including the Approval for an Individual Case (ZiE).
10. Final system inspection: Prior to final acceptance,
an inspection is performed in order to ensure the
functionality of all components.
11. Analysis of the scope of maintenance (please refer
to the Celsion maintenance agreement).
12. Final customer acceptance together with the
Celsion project manager.

Celsion Service, according to VdS 2000:2010-12,
point 7
During final acceptance you receive a fully functional
system from us. To ensure a long service life for this
product, we recommend regular maintenance, which
is required as per General Construction Certifications
as well as per Fire Safety Directive 2000:2010-12 of
the VdS. As there are movable parts (doors), the
system maintenance schedule is based on usage. We
recommend at least one yearly inspection by trained
Celsion personnel. For systems with integrated
ventilation systems, maintenance is required twice
yearly according to the new Verifications of
Applicability. Regular inspections help to discover and
repair damage or wear early. Celsion offers you a
maintenance agreement that guarantees tested
Functional Integrity. Please feel free to ask our sales
team about Celsion Service. We are looking forward to
your inquiry!
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Project example: Wall partitioning system
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Chapter 2: Fire protection partitions
Inspection doors

Inspection doors

.

On the previous pages we have shown you that
inspection doors can be combined to wall
partitioning systems. However, a variety of other
usage possibilities exist, which we would like to
introduce to you.
An escape route must not only be available for the
building evacuation duration, it is also used as
access path for fire fighters.

Suitable for Functional Integrity
Tested based in DIN 4102-12,
classified "E30" or "E90" (depending
on model series). The executing party
must determine (per MLAR 11.2005) if
the system remains functional in the
case of fire.

For this reason, safety margins provide a great
benefit in the case of fire protection products. Our
systems are tested by a state-approved material
testing institute. They are often classified as "F30" /
"130". However, in reality they pass the fire test for
a time period of 60 or even 90 minutes. This margin
offers you maximum safety.

Fire Resistance
Tested based in DIN 4102-2, classified
"F30" or "F90". These products can be
used to achieve freedom from fire load
on an escape route, in a staircase, etc.

Internal fire
Tested based on DIN 4102-2, and
partially based on DIN 4102-11,
classified "I30" or higher. These
products are suitable for Fire Load
Insulation from 30 to 90 minutes
(depending on the model series).
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On the
safe
side...

By the inventers of the retrofit enclosure
We are the first company in the market actively
participating in the development and type approval of an
enclosure, which can be retrofitted onto an existing
system / electrical distribution with increased depth.
The result of this development based on a customer
demand is the so-called “retrofit enclosure". This
principle describes an inspection door available with
variable inside depths (LWÜ series up to 300 mm, CMG
series up to 1091 mm).
Retrofit enclosures are almost predestined for
buildings renovations and preservation of existing
systems. A decisive advantage of this series is its
simple installation, which can be conducted on site
within short time. Shutting down the system is only
required in rare cases.
How does this simple assembly work?
As the LWA / LWÜ are produced according to dimensions
specified by the customer, no adaptation problems
occur. The enclosure is mounted on site over the existing
distribution or the system to be enclosed, and fastened
to the wall. By using fire protection silicone in addition,
the IP rating can be increased as well.
What happens to incoming and outgoing cables?
Cables are usually concealed in the wall. For this
reason, inspection doors or retrofit enclosures have
not been fitted with cable entries. The LWA / LWÜ
series are designed differently. The variant with inside
depth is available with cable entry (CKE). In the case
of fire, this cable entry foams shut and heat
penetration into the enclosure is prevented.
Do I have to remove cables?
In order to provide a solution not requiring cable removal
and system shutdown, a new cable entry was tested. For
this cable entry, the enclosure is milled around the cable.
In the case of fire, the cable entry foams shut similar to the
standard cable entry, and prevents heat penetration in
order to ensure the function of the enclosed system for a
certain time period.

Inspection doors

The Celsion brand guarantees maximum safety.
Some characteristics of the different model series are project-related.
Compliance with the requirements of MLAR 11.2005, part 3
Compliance with the requirements of MLAR 11.2005, part 5
Tested by a state-approved material testing institute based on DIN 4102-2
Tested by a state-approved material testing institute based on DIN 4102-11
Tested by a state-approved material testing institute based on DIN 4102-12
Type-approved by the German Institute for Construction Engineering (DIBt), depending on the design
-> For Verification of Applicability (abZ, abP, ZiE), please refer to our homepage www.celsion.de
Monitored by a state-approved material testing institute (Ü marking)*
Diverse TÜV, DIBt, MPA certifications
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* New model series currently still in monitoring test runs

... and in
compliance
with building regulation requirements

Excerpt of an official opinion of a state-approved
material testing institute, February 2007
Subject:
Verifications of Applicability for inspection doors in
fire-resistant solid walls and in light construction
wall and/or for inspection doors in terms of fire
protection covers according to MLAR
"As soon as electrical requirements in terms of the
Template Cable Systems Directive (MLAR) are added
to pure construction requirements, no corresponding
information can be found in the Building Code. Thus,
in such cases, a General Construction Certificate is
always required as Verification of Applicability.
As MLAR is a purely German directive, the type
approval is only valid in Germany. Respective
inspection doors are then referred to as fire protection
covers according to MLAR by the German Institute for
Construction Engineering (DIBt). Depending on the
application case, an internal or external fire load must
be withstood, possibly with guarantee of Functional
Integrity of integrated systems or other measurement
equipment, for a certain time period."

Functional Integrity
If in addition to Fire Load Insulation, a requirement
for Functional Integrity is in place, Building Code
2006 requires a General Construction Certificate
(1.10.3, Building Code B, part 2, edition 2006/1).
Excerpt:
Verification of Applicability for systems, which are
not accommodated in separate rooms- not used for
any other purpose -,in electrical cable systems with
a requirement on Functional Integrity in the event of
fire: General Construction Certificate.
For requirements on electrical plant rooms refer to the
EltBauVO (Directive for the construction of plant
rooms with electrical installations), which is available
for download on our homepage: www.celsion.de.
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series

CWA
CWA-R

Inspection door
series

Suitable for Functional Integrity: 30 minutes
Fire Resistance: 30/90 minutes*
Fire Load Insulation: 30/90 minutes*

Inspection door

*depending on the design

Based on Verifications of Applicability
depending on model series and type

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Right door stop (left upon
request) and/or double doors

P-BWU03-I 17.2.53
For the wall
partitioning inspection
door combination

Color: RAL 7035
Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005

Z-6.55-2123
For closing of
openings in
installation shafts

Fastening material included

Z-6.55-2128

Stainless steel DIN
rotating latch prepared
for locking cylinder

For closing of
openings in
installation shafts

Protection class II

Top cross-section:

Project example: CWA

Project-specifically, the following options are
tested by a technical expert and/or MPA tests:
Custom / made-to-measure construction
Doors recess-mounted in the enclosure
Optional: decent, narrow hinges
CLS ventilation system optional

Project example: CWA-R on shaft wall

Installation possibilities on:

Application areas

Solid wall F30 / F90

On escape and rescue paths for Fire Load Insulation,
e.g. separation of electrical systems
In connection with drywalls to generate
a wall partitioning system

Metal-reinforced wall F30
As inspection door, integrated into
a shaft wall
Metal-reinforced wall F90

Suitable for establishing Functional Integrity
of systems located behind them

Please observe that the assembly options correspond to the test run and that they are partly in the type approval process.
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Verifications of Applicability upon request

Design example
Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list
Type
designation

Inner dimensions in mm H x W x D

Outer dimensions in mm H x W x D

CWA 4.1 - TR
Art.no. 1170126253

670 x 320 x 26

876 x 525 x 125

38 kg

CWA 4.2 - TR
Art.no. 1170126254

670 x 570 x 26

876 x 775 x 125

50 kg

CWA 5.2 - TR
Art.no. 1170126255

820 x 570 x 26

1026 x 775 x 125

58 kg

CWA-R 4.1 - TR
Art.no. 1170126258

670 x 320 x 26

876 x 525 x 125

40 kg

CWA-R 4.2 - TR
Art.no. 1170126259

670 x 570 x 26

876 x 775 x 125

52 kg

CWA-R 5.2 - TR
Art.no. 1170126260

820 x 570 x 26

1026 x 775 x 125

60 kg

Weight
(approx.)

TR = Right door stop (optional: left door stop)

Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes,
and prices can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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LWA
LWA-R
series

Suitable for Functional Integrity: 30 minutes
Fire Resistance: 30 minutes
Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

Inspection door
series

Inspection door

Based on Verifications of
Applicability depending on model
series and type

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Right door stop (left upon request)
and/or double doors

Z-86.1-33
For the separation of
installed electrical
measuring equipment
and systems on
escape and rescue paths

Color: RAL 7035
Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005

Z-86.1-36
For the installation of
electrical measuring equipment
and systems for Functional Integrity

Z-6.55-2126
For closing of
openings in installation
shafts

Fastening material included
High-quality rotating
latch prepared for
locking cylinder
Protection class II

Project-specifically, the following options are
tested by a technical expert and/or MPA tests:
Custom / made-to-measure construction
Internal hinges
Windows possible in both door leafs
Easy installation - Fastening on 4 points
only, using dowels

Installation possibilities on:

Application areas

Solid wall F30 / F90

Metal-reinforced wall F30

On escape and rescue paths for fire Fire Load Insulation,
e.g. separation of electrical systems
In connection with drywalls to generate a wall
partitioning system
As inspection door, integrated into
a shaft wall

Metal-reinforced wall F90

Suitable for establishing Functional Integrity
of systems located behind them

Please observe that the assembly options correspond to the test run and that they are partly in the type approval process.
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Verifications of Applicability upon request

Design example

Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list

Type
designation

Weight
(approx.)

Inner dimensions in mm H x W x D

Outer dimensions in mm H x W x D

LWA 4.1-TR
Art. no. 777857

670 x 320 x 10

828 x 478 x 68

32 kg

LWA 5.1-TR
Art. no. 1170126150

820 x 320 x 10

978 x 478 x 68

38 kg

LWA 5.3-DT
Art. no. 777860

820 x 820 x 10

978 x 978 x 68

69 kg

LWA 7.3-DT
Art. no. 778028

1120 x 820 x 10

1278 x 978 x 68

85 kg

LWA-R 4.2-TR
Art. no. 1170126281

670 x 570 x 10

828 x 728 x 68

44 kg

LWA-R 6.1-TR
Art. no. 1170126285

970 x 320 x 10

1128 x 478 x 68

47 kg

LWA-R 6.3-DT
Art. no. 1170126287

970 x 820 x 10

1128 x 978 x 68

77 kg

LWA-R 8.3-DT
Art. no. 1170126293

1270 x 820 x 10

1428 x 978 x 68

93 kg

TR = Right door stop (optional: left door stop)

DT = Double door

Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes,
and prices can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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LWA-E
LWA-E-R
series

Inspection door
installation variant
series

Suitable for Functional Integrity: 30 minutes
Fire Resistance: 30 minutes
Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

Inspection door
installation variant

Based on Verifications of
Applicability depending on model
series and type

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Right door stop (left upon request)
and/or double doors

Z-86.1-33
For the separation of
installed electrical
measuring equipment
and systems on
escape and rescue paths

Color: RAL 7035
Smoke control seal

Z-86.1-36
Fastening material included

For the installation of electrical
measuring equipment and
systems for Functional Integrity

High-quality rotating
latch prepared for locking
cylinder

Z-6.55-2126
For closing of openings
in installation shafts

IP rating IP 54
Protection class II

Project-specifically, the following options are
tested by a technical expert and/or MPA tests:
Custom / made-to-measure construction
Internal hinges
Windows possible in both door leafs
Can be stringed together
Corner-flush installation possible

Application areas

On escape and rescue paths for Fire Load Insulation,
e.g. separation of electrical systems

Installation possibilities on:

Solid wall F30 / F90

Metal-reinforced wall F30

In connection with drywalls to generate a wall
partitioning system
As inspection door on or in a shaft
wall
Suitable for establishing Functional Integrity
of systems located behind them

Metal-reinforced wall F90

Can be stringed together / wall-flush installation
at right angle possible (e.g. in corners)

Please observe that the assembly options correspond to the test run and that they are partly in the type approval process.
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Verifications of Applicability upon request

Design example

Optionally with expert certification
Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list

Type
designation

Inner dimensions in mm
HxWxD

Outer dimensions in mm H x W x D

Weight
(approx.)

LWA-E 4.1-TR
Art.no. 1170126266

670x 320 x 42

828 x 478 x 100

36 kg

LWA-E 6.1-TR
Art.no. 1170126271

970 x 320 x 42

1128 x 478 x 100

51 kg

LWA-E 5.3-DT
Art.no. 1170126270

820 x 820 x 42

978 x 978 x 100

73 kg

LWA-E-R 4.2-TR
Art.no. 1170126295

670 x 570 x 42

828 x 728 x 100

48 kg

LWA-E-R 6.1-TR
Art.no. 1170126299

970 x 320 x 42

1128 x 478 x 100

51 kg

LWA-E-R 6.3-DT
Art.no. 1170126301

970 x 820 x 42

1128 x 978 x 100

83 kg

TR = Right door stop (optional: left door stop)

DT= Double doors

Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes,
and prices can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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LWÜ

series

Retrofit enclosure

Suitable for Functional Integrity: 30 minutes
Fire Resistance: 30 minutes
Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

Based on Verifications of
Applicability depending
on model series and type

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Right door stop (left upon
request) and/or double doors
Color: RAL 7035
Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005

Z-86.1-33
For the separation
of installed electrical
measuring equipment
and systems on escape
and rescue paths

Fastening material included
Rotating latch prepared
for locking cylinder

Z-86.1-36
For the installation of
electrical measuring
equipment and systems
for Functional Integrity

IP rating IP 54
Protection class II

Project-specifically, the following options are
tested by a technical expert and/or MPA tests:
Custom / made-to-measure construction
Internal hinges
Inside depth up to 300 mm possible
Windows possible in both door leafs
Easy installation - Fastening on 4 points only,
using dowels (10 - 100 mm inside depth) or
a threaded rod (100 - 300 mm inside depth)
Cable entry possible

Application areas

On escape and rescue paths for Fire Load Insulation,
e.g. separation of electrical systems

Installation possibilities on:

Solid wall F30 / F90

Metal-reinforced wall F30

In connection with drywalls to generate
a wall partitioning system
As inspection door on or in a
shaft wall
Suitable for establishing Functional Integrity
of systems located behind them

Metal-reinforced wall F90

For enclosing of existing wall-mounted systems,
fire alarm systems, etc.

Please observe that the assembly options correspond to the test run and that they are partly in the type approval process.
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Verifications of Applicability upon request

Design example
Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list

Type
designation

Existing system
H x W x D in mm

Required inner dimensions
of the LWÜ-30 H x W x D
in mm

Resulting outer dimensions
of the LWÜ-30 H x W x D
in mm

Weight
(approx.)

LwÜ 30
Article no. 180076

___x___x___

___x___x___

___x___x___

__ kg

LWÜ 30
calculation

___x___x___

Inner dimensions
with system
+20 x +20 x +10

Resulting outer dimensions

__ kg

+178 x +178 x +68

Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes, and prices
can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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Task

A building is to be renovated. Diverse electrical
distributions and junction boxes can be often found
in required staircases.

According to MLAR 11.2005, point 3.2.2 a), measuring
equipment and systems must be partitioned from
required staircases and rooms between required
staircases and external exits by fire-retardant
components made of non-flammable materials; opening
in these components must at least be closed off by fireretardant covers with circumferential seal.
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Solution

Design example

Design example: Retrofit enclosure, "F30" and "I30"
classified, and suitable for Functional Integrity.
The LWÜ series is used as "fire-retardant
component" according to the guidelines. This
retrofit enclosur provides the advantage that it can
be directly installed over the existing measuring
equipment, system, or other electronics without
moving or removing it.
In the case of this series, cables entries are either
concealed in the wall, or realized via a CKE or an
adjusted cut-out, which can be completely
customized on site. In order to enclose electronics
with larger volumes, the LWÜ is available with an
inside depth of up to 300 mm.
A General Construction Certification is issued to the
LWÜ 30 series used. The series complies with the
requirements of MLAR 11.2005. We provide a onestop solution for planning and execution of such
projects. We are looking forward to your inquiry.
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FFT

Inspection doors
series

Suitable for Functional Integrity: 30 minutes
Fire Resistance: 30 minutes
Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Right door stop (left upon
request) and/or double doors
Color: RAL 7035

Smoke control seal

Fastening material included
Stainless steel
DIN rotating latch
prepared for locking cylinder
IP rating IP 54
Protection class II

Available as 30 and 90 minutes variant
Hinge directly installed on wall
Space-saving due to small dimensions

Installation possibilities on:

Application areas

Solid wall F30 / F90

On escape and rescue paths for Fire Load Insulation,
e.g. separation of electrical systems
Suitable for establishing Functional Integrity
of systems located behind them

Systems are currently tested at DIBt.
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Design example

Example sizes (further sizes available on request)

Type
designation

Inner dimensions in mm H x W x D

Outer dimensions in mm H x W x D

Weight
(approx.)

FFT 4.1-30-TR

670 x 320 x 0 mm

850 x 460 x 60 mm

23 kg

FFT 4.2-30-TR

670 x 570 x 0 mm

850 x 710 x 60 mm

35 kg

FFT 5.1-30-TR

820 x 320 x 0 mm

1000 x 460 x 60 mm

27 kg

FFT 5.2-30-TR

820 x 570 x 0 mm

1000 x 710 x 60 mm

41 kg

FFT 5.3-30-TR

820 x 820 x 0 mm

1000 x 960 x 60 mm

54 kg

FFT 6.2-30-TR

970 x 570 x 0 mm

1150 x 710 x 60 mm

46 kg

TR = Right door stop (optional: left door stop)
Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes,
and prices can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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CBB

series

Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

CBB fire protection picture
panel as inspection door

Currently the optically most
elegant solution for escape
and rescue paths!

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof

Based on Verifications of Applicability
depending on the
model series and type

Right door stop
(left upon request)
Color: Aluminum

Z-6.55-2125
For closing of
openings in installation
shafts.

Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005
Fastening material included

Z-86.1-4
For separation of measuring
equipment and systems
installed in wall niches
on escape and rescue
routes.

Optionally with "Senatsschließung"
(master key system)
Protection class I

Project-specifically, the following options are
tested by a technical expert and/or MPA tests:
Appearance of a seemingly "normal picture"
Very narrow configuration
Delivery without poster/inlay
Perfect adaptation to existing architecture
Very low weight (approx. 7 kg only for type 4.1)

Optionally with "Senatsschließung"
(master key system)

Application areas

Installation possibilities on:

Solid wall F30 / F90

On escape and rescue paths Fire Load Insulation,
e.g. separation of electrical systems
Narrow corridors and hallways
Representative areas
(e.g., hotels, museums, etc.)

Shaft wall F30 / F90

Please observe that the assembly options correspond to the test run and that they are partly in the type approval process.
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Verifications of Applicability upon request

Ausführungsbeispiel

Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list

Type
designation

Weight
(approx.)

Inner dimensions in mm H x W x D

Outer dimensions in mm H x W x D

CBB 4.1 30 - TR/B
Article no. 180349

670 x 320 x 8

870 x 520 x 27

7 kg

CBB 5.1 30 - TR/B
Article no. 180351

820 x 320 x 8

1020 x 520 x 27

8 kg

CBB 6.1 30 - TR/B
Article no. 1170318

970 x 320 x 8

1170 x 520 x 27

9 kg

CBB 7.1 30 - TR/B
Article no. 1170126143

1120 x 320 x 8

1320 x 520 x 27

10 kg

Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes,
and prices can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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Task

In a representative building, the electrical
distribution is to be updated with respect to fire
safety. The image shows a foyer with a direct exit to
the outside. In this area, required staircases are
located as well.

According to MLAR 11.2005, point 3.2.2 a), measuring
equipment and systems must be partitioned from
required staircases and rooms between required
staircases and external exits by fire-retardant
components made of non-flammable materials; opening
in these components must at least be closed off by fireretardant covers with circumferential seal.
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Solution

Design example:
With and without inlay

Design example:
Miro Art print as inlay

Design example: CBB fire protection picture panel
The CBB series is used as "fire-retardant component"
according to the guideline. As inspection door, this socalled fire protection picture panel is "130" classified, and
suitable for Fire Load Insulation use on escape and rescue
routes.
The CBB series distinguishes itself by its narrow
configuration and light weight. However, the unique feature
of this series is its appearance of a seemingly "normal
picture". It can be integrated into existing architectures
and/or environments without problems, which is an
enormous advantage in particular in representative areas.
Fire protection must not be accepted as visual deficit. In the
presented design example, art by Miro was used as inlay,
which harmoniously integrates into the foyer.
A General Construction Certification is issued to the CBB 30
series. The series complies with the requirements of MLAR
11.2005.
We will be more than happy to advice you in detail
regarding different application possibilities. Our sales team
is looking forward to your call!
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CRK

series

Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

Inspection doors
(fire-protection panel)

Based on Verifications
of Applicability depending
on model series and type

Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005
Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof

Z-6.55-2112
For closing of openings in
installation shafts.

Sheet steel, galvanized
optionally steel sheet, rust-free
Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005
Including fastening material
Simple installation
Protection class I

Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list

Installation
example

Type
designation

Inner dimensions
in mm H x W

Outer dimensions
in mm H x W

CRK-30 200.200
Ar. no. 777840

196 x 196

200 x 200

CRK-30 400.400
Art. no. 7788441

396 x 396

400 x 400

CRK-30 1000.500
Art. no. 1170145153

996 x 496

1000 x 500

Further systems are currently tested at DIBt.

Advantages:
Retrofit installation possible
Durable, easy to clean surface
Can be completely removed / without hinges

Installation possibilities on:

Application areas

For Fire Load Insulation in shafts
In the course of renovation measures, as
retrofit installation is possible without problems
Shaft wall F30 / F90
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Suitable for the installation in GKF shaft
walls

Verifications of Applicability upon request

LEG-R

Serie

Inspection door
(lightweight construction enclosure)

Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005
Based on Verifications of
Applicability depending
on model series and type

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Uncoated sheet, with aluminum plaster edge for optimum
adjustment

Z-6.55-2109
For closing of openings
in installation shafts.

Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005
Including fastening material
Easy assembly
IP rating optionally IP 41
Protection class I

Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list

Installation
example

Type
designation

Inner dimensions
in mm H x W x D

Outer dimensions
in mm H x W x D

LEG-R 30 200.200
Art. no. 1170145154

128 x 128 x 32

200 x 200 x 75

LEG-R 30 400.400
Art. no. 1170145156

328 x 328 x 32

400 x 400 x 75

LEG-R 30 800.500
Art. no. 1170145158

728 x 428 x 32

800 x 500 x 75

Further systems are currently tested at DIBt.

Advantages:
Retrofit installation possible
Uncoated surface and plaster
surface for optimum adjustment using
plaster or wallpapering
Internal strap hinge for
easiest revisions
Special dimensions are possible

Installation possibilities on:

Application areas

For Fire Load Insulation in shafts
In the course of renovation measures, as
retrofit installation is possible without problems
Shaft wall F30 / F90

Suitable for the installation in GKF shaft
walls

Verifications of Applicability upon request
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Unforeseen

Alternative for the EltBauVO
(Directive for the construction
of plant rooms with electrical
installations) requirements
Fire Protection Enclosures / Cabinets and batteries
.
Are you always using a separate room for batteries only?
Have you considered that a Fire Protection Enclosure /
.
Cabinet can be used in this case?
On the one hand, batteries could be accommodated in a
separate Fire Protection Enclosure / Cabinet, which can
.
already replace a room.
On the other hand, an existing electrical plant room could
be used for battery storage, if the existing electrical
systems would be separated with respect to fire safety
using fire protection housing.
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Celsion solution: Separate
levels for battery storage
area and electronics with
separate ventilation

Possibilities

PS

ES
Pillar

LW 30 enclosure

CV socket

Fire Protection Enclosure / Cabinet and no space?
.
Optimal usage of a niche: General power supply and
emergency power supply can be accommodated in
one area without additional space requirement.

Sketch:
General power supply (PS) separated from
the emergency power supply (ES)

In many cases, budget is available to establish an
additional electrical plant room, however space is not
available.
In this case, a Fire Protection Enclosure / Cabinet is an
optimum solution, which is not only more affordable
than a plant room, but also requires less footprint.
We would be more than happy to discuss further
options with you in the case of limited space availability.
We are looking forward to your requirements.
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Chapter 3: Enclosures / systems
for escape routes

Looking for a solution?
Ungeahnte
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Enclosures for escape routes

Enclosures for escape routes

Enclosure performance characteristics

.
In chapter 3, we would like to introduce you to Fire
Protection Enclosures / Cabinets. The following model
series were particularly designed for the use on
escape routes, where Fire Load Insulation as well as
greatest possible freedom from fire loads is of great
importance.

.
The focus is on the solution - however, it is good to know
that Celsion offers tested safety. The different model
series feature the following characteristics

In the case of new constructions or complete renovations,
a Fire Protection Enclosure / Cabinet is the best and most
affordable solution. Complete encapsulation of the
electrical system avoids almost all structural-physical
interactions. Thus, different material expansions must not
be considered anymore.

- Compliance with the requirements of MLAR
11.2005, part 5

For the following enclosures, the option exists to route
and directly connect already existing or installed cable
ducts via a tested adapter (duct adapter) to the system.

- Compliance with the requirements of MLAR
11.2005, part 3

- Tested by a state-approved material testing
institute based on DIN 4102-2
- Tested by a state-approved material testing
institute based on DIN 4102-11
- Tested by a state-approved material testing
institute based on DIN 4102-12

Of course, our sales team will support you during
planning and execution, and will answer any question
you might have regarding Fire Protection Enclosures /
Cabinets. We are looking forward to your call.

- Approved by the German Institute for
Construction Engineering DIBt (partially in the
renewal process)

.

- Diverse certifications by TÜV, DIBt, MPA, fire
safety experts
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FSE

Escape route - Upright systems
series

Suitable for Functional Integrity: 30 minutes
Fire Resistance: 30 minutes
Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

Based on Verifications
of Applicability depending
on model series and type

according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Right door stop (left
upon request)

Z-86.1-5
For the installation of electrical
measuring equipment and
systems on escape and
rescue routes

Color: RAL 7035
Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005

Z-86.1-10
For the installation of electrical
measuring equipment and
systems for Functional Integrity

Cable entry: top

Fastening material included

Type approvals are currently
in the renewal process

Rotating latch prepared for
locking cylinder
Customized equipment
installation on the interior
walls possible
IP rating IP 54
Protection class II

Project-specifically, the following options are
tested by a technical expert and/or MPA tests:
Lightweight construction, low weight
Easier transport into the building than for standard systems
Stand-alone design possible
Internal hinges
Ventilation system optional
Inspection window in door possible

Installation possibilities on:

Application areas

Solid wall F30 / F90

On escape and rescue routes for Fire Load Insulation
For storage of chemicals, files, etc.
For spatial separation of standard and emergency
power areas
As battery storage unit
Suitable for establishing Functional Integrity of
installed electrical systems

Please observe that the assembly options correspond to the test run and that they are partly in the type approval process.
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Verifications of Applicability upon request

Example sizes: Excerpt from picture price list

Type
designation

Inner dimensions
in mm H x W x D

Outer dimensions
in mm H x W x D

Standard
CKE - top

Temperature
increase in the
case of fire*

max.
heat loss

Weight
(approx.)

Space
units

FSE 12.1-30/200
Article no. 180317

1800x250x200

1978x431x275

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

86 kg

144

FSE 12.2-30/200
Article no. 777370

1800x500x200

1978x681x275

2x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

119 kg

288

FSE 12.3-30/200
Article no. 180358

1800x750x200

1978x931x275

2x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

152 kg

432

FSE 12.1-30/250
Art. no. 1170126239

1800x250x250

1978 x 431 x 325

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

121 kg

144

FSE 12.2-30/250
Art. no. 1170126240

1800x500x250

1978 x 681 x 325

2x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

154 kg

288

FSE 12.3-30/250
Art. no. 1170126241

1800x750x250

1978 x 931 x 325

2x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

188 kg

432

* Please be aware that these are approximate calculations
under ideal conditions.

Standard CKE

2 x 40 mm O
32 x 18 mm O

Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes,
and prices can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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FWE

Escape route - Wall-mounted systems

Suitable for Functional Integrity: 30 minutes
Fire Resistance: 30 minutes
Fire Load Insulation: 30 minutes

series

Based on Verifications
of Applicability depending
on model series and type
Z-86.1-5
For the installation of electrical
measuring equipment systems
escape and rescue routes

Fire protection plates according
to DIN 4102, fire-proof
Right door stop (left upon
request)
Color: RAL 7035
Circumferential smoke control
seal according to MLAR 2005

Z-86.1-10
For the installation of electrical
measuring equipment
systems

Cable entry: top

Fastening material included
Rotating latch prepared for
locking cylinder

Type approvals are
currently in the
renewal process

Customized equipment
installation on the interior
walls possible
IP rating IP 54
Protection class II

Project-specifically, the following options are
tested by a technical expert and/or MPA tests:
Lightweight construction, low weight
Easier transport into the building than for standard systems
Internal hinges
Inspection window in door tested

Installation possibilities on:

Application areas

Solid wall F30 / F90

On escape and rescue routes
for Fire Load Insulation
For storage of chemicals, files, etc.
For spatial separation of standard and emergency
power areas
As battery storage unit
Suitable for establishing Functional Integrity
of installed electrical systems

Please observe that the assembly options correspond to the test run and that they are partly in the type approval process.
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Verifications of Applicability upon request

Example size: Excerpt from picture price list

Standard
CKE - top

Temperature
increase in the
case of fire*

max.
heat loss

628x431x275

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

35 kg

36

600x250x200

778x431x275

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

40 kg

48

750x250x200

928x431x275

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

47 kg

60

FWE 3.1-30/250
450x250x250
Art. no. 1170126242

628x431x325

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

38 kg

36

FWE 4.1-30/250
600x250x250
Art. no. 1170126243

778x431x325

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

43 kg
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FWE 5.1-30/250
750x250x250
Art. no. 1170126244

928x431x325

1x

according
to MPA table

according to
calculation*

51 kg

60

Type
designation

Inner dimensions
in mm H x W x D

FWE 3.1-30/200
Article no. 777791

450x250x200

FWE 4.1-30/200
Article no. 777567
FWE 5.1-30/200
Article no. 1170219

Outer dimensions
in mm H x W x D

* Please be aware that these are approximate calculations
under ideal conditions.

Weight
(approx.)

Standard CKE

Space
units

2 x 40 mm O
32 x 18 mm O

Please take note of possible optional equipment and options as shown starting from page 54. Further data, sizes,
and prices can be found in our picture price list. Texts for invitation for tender can be found at www.celsion.de.
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Fire-resistant installation duct

EASY cable duct series
The EASY series is a fire-resistant installation duct and
is suitable for Functional Integrity for more than
30 respectively 90 minutes (depending on the design).
Fire Resistance and Internal Fire also amount to
30 respectively 90 minutes.
For further data, dimensions, and prices, please
refer to our latest picture price list.

In terms of E30, I30 / I90

.

The material combination of stainless steel and fiberreinforced gypsum or mineral fibers achieves effective
fire protection.
A comprehensive program of molded parts for all
conceivable room circumstances is available in different
designs and dimensions. Custom-made products are
available as well. Using this series, escape and rescue
routes remain passable for a certain time period. The
propagation of fire and smoke into adjacent fire sections
is prevented.
Base perforation and the tongue and groove principle of
the single parts ensures simple assembly. When the
EASY cable duct is used, no E30 or E90 cables must be
routed anymore. Retrofits are possible at any time due to
the bolted cover.
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Separations

Excerpt from MLAR, November 2005

.

4.2 Simplifications for cable feed-through through fire-retardant walls

.

1

Deviating from section 4.1.2,

.
.
a) electrical lines,
b) pipe lines made of non-flammable building materials - also with flammable pipe coatings up to 2 mm thickness may be routed through fire-retardant walls, except walls of required staircases and rooms between required staircases
and external exists, if the room between the lines and the surrounding component consisting of non-flammable
materials is completely filled with non-flammable materials, or with materials foaming in the event of fire. 2 If mineral
fibers are used, they must feature a melting temperature of at least 1000 °C. 3 If foaming insulation layer generators and
mineral fibers are used, the distance between the line and the surrounding component may not exceed 50 mm.

.

Crystal-CEL fire protection filler

Crystal-CEL is a foaming construction material
generating an insulation layer of construction
material of class A2 - non-flammable.
The Celsion fire protection filler is an intumescent,
one-component fire protection compound. It can be
used for partitioning of cables, metal pipes, joints,
and cavities against fire and smoke penetration, as
well as for sealing of connecting joints of, e.g., fire
protection ceilings, walls or door constructions.
In the event of fire, Crystal-CEL seals holes, cracks,
small openings, gaps, cavities, and joints.
A General Construction Certificate is issued to
Crystal-CEL.

General
Construction
Certification

Increasingly flexible cable routing as well as partly
already available electrical lines can also be realized
as S30, respectively S90 separation in combination
with a mineral fiber separation and coating using
the insulation layer generator.
In this context, the greatest advantage of the
insulation layer generator is the flexible, simple,
and above all affordable correction of problem areas
while complying with legal requirements.
The goal is the prevention of fire spreading.
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Optional equipment & accessories
MPA-tested "CKE" cable entry
MPA-tested "CKE" cable entry

Type "A"

The factory-installed "CKE" cable entry allows
cables to be inserted into the enclosure without
further fire protection requirements. The Celsion
cable entries are made from various layers. In the
case of fire, this leads to a self-sealing, smoke proof
process of the foam blocks.
Furthermore, an endothermic (cooling) reaction is
used as well. Due to this heat-absorbing process in
the Fire Protection Enclosure / Cabinet structure, it
is ensured that no heat will enter the unit through
the cable entries.

Standard

Type "B"

This unique system allows omission of the usually
used cable cooling sector. This, in return, generates
more usable volume, which permits more space for
installations.

Type "C"

E’ a
H

E’ a

Type "E"

Energy

Type "D"

2 custom fields

Type "F"
Endothermic reaction

Special colors
15 x 18 mm
1 x individually
customizable area
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Time

.

To adapt the color scheme of an existing and/or
planned architecture, or to highlight safety-relevant
aspects, all RAL colors as well as stainless steel optics
are available. Ask us - we will be happy to help!

Base

This base was tested and certified in combination
with an upright system at the MPA Stuttgart and
fulfills the structural requirements in the event of
fire. Please refer to the MPA test report. The base is
height-adjustable and can be transported using a
hand lift.

Forced ventilation and smoke control

If the heat loss cannot be dissipated naturally, a
rotary speed-controlled fan ensures proper
ventilation. The use of special filter mats in both
vents ensures smoke impermeability of the
ventilation system.

Enclosure air conditioning
If the ambient temperature, hence the temperature
at the installation location of the Fire Protection
Enclosure / Cabinet is very high, or if the installed
systems generate a lot of heat, the use of a highperformance fan is not sufficient. In such cases, in
order to use a Fire Protection Enclosure / Cabinet
without reservations, we offer an enclosure air
conditioning. This unit is, for example, available as
roof-mounted air conditioning unit with 800 to 4000
Watt. Please refer to the latest picture price list.

Smoke detector in the enclosure
We will gladly install a smoke detector in the
enclosure at our factory. This smoke detector uses a
230 V connection (via batteries in the case of power
loss) and can be connected via the built-in
electronics. Should this not be possible, then the
unit can be connected to an external power supply
via the standard cable entry. Smoke detectors can
be cross-linked without problems. There is even a
relay output to control external switching
operations, such as the ventilation system.

Fire protection filler

For addition insulation of the cable entries (CKE
types "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", or "F") and to increase
the IP rating. Also for visual upgrading of uneven
walls.
.
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General terms and conditions

§1.0 Definition of terms
The “Seller” within the meaning of the following terms is the Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. In the case that a service transaction takes place instead of a trade transaction “Seller” will also
mean “Service provider”. This definition of terms also applies mutatis mutandis to other legal transactions.
§2.0 Hint
§2.1 Any sections, which are emphasized by parentheses, only apply with respect to business transactions with merchants within the meaning of the General Terms and Conditions Act.
§2.2 All supplies provided by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH as well as all offers, order confirmations and invoices will be carried out or resp. prepared in accordance with our General Terms
and Conditions stated hereinafter, even if Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH does not particularly refer to them in individual cases. Their validity can only be excluded either completely or in part
if this has been explicitly agreed at the time when the transaction was concluded.
§2.3 Any General Contract and General Terms and Conditions, in particular Conditions of Purchase of the buyer, do not apply to any supplies of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH, if they are not
explicitly recognized by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. They do not bind Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH even if Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH does not object to them in
particular in individual cases. If the buyer does not object to the order confirmation by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH within 5 days after receiving the order confirmation, the General Terms
and Conditions of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will be deemed as having been fully and unreservedly accepted. The acceptance of deliveries and services by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme
GmbH will in any case include the recognition of the General Terms and Conditions of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH without any reservations and the waiver with respect to the buyer's own
terms and condition according to (printed) form. The same applies both to the buyer's down-payment and his first payment. The following applies in detail:
§3.0 General
¨§3.1 Except when otherwise stipulated all offers will be non-binding. All orders with respect to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH regarding type and extent of the deliveries only become binding
upon the order confirmation of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. The obligation to carry out a delivery only occurs after the order has been duly confirmed. The contractor remains bound to its
order for 30 days. (An order is also deemed to have been accepted following careful delivery.)
§3.2 All technical and creative deviations with respect to information included in brochures, catalogues, advertising material, directories and written documents as well as model, construction and
material changes in the course of technical progress and further development, which are reasonable for the buyer remain reserved without the buyer being able to derive any rights against Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH from this.
§3.3 The right with respect to reasonable part deliveries or their billing remains expressively reserved to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. All order confirmations by Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH are valid without signature. If any regulation of this contract violates a legal requirement or is nil and void for other reasons the effectiveness of the remaining
regulations remain unaffected. Any changes or amendments of this contract have to be confirmed in writing by our central administration. Any agreements, which are not included in this contract,
are deemed as having not been made.
§4.0 Prices
§4.1 All prices stated in the pricelist of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH are quoted ex works or ex warehouse and only refer to the exact quantity inquired. All prices at the time of the
conclusion of the contract are valid for a period of three months from conclusion of the contract. After the expiry of 3 months from the conclusion of the contract, the prices valid at the time of
delivery will apply.
§4.2 In case of intra-Community deliveries, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will prepare its invoices in accordance with the Turnover-Internal Market Law (UstBG); if a VAT Number exists
without Value Added Tax (VAT), otherwise with Value Added Tax (VAT) as stipulated by law. All prices are quoted without Value Added Tax.
§4.3 The pre-packed units in accordance with the Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH pricelist are considered as minimum quantities. If these fall below, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will
be entitled to charge an adequate low-quantity surcharge.
§4.4 All prices are ex works resp. distribution centre plus packaging and insurance. In case of deliveries to the point of use, costs will be calculated separately taking any technical requirements
into account (eg. statics, lifts, door openings, number of floor etc.).
§4.5 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will determine packaging, insurance and type of delivery in accordance with the specifications of the goods. A surcharge will be due if the customer
requires express delivery.
§5.0 Payment terms
§5.1 Payments with the effect of discharging an obligation can only be made directly to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH or to one of the bank accounts stated by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme
GmbH.
§5.2 All invoices by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH for goods have to paid within 10 days subject to a 2% discount or within 30 days after invoice date without deduction of discount. Invoices
for services of any kind and lease invoices have to be paid immediately without deduction. Invoices for services or installations have to be paid as follows: 30% of the order value to be paid on
delivery, 30% upon installation and 40% 5 days after the successful installation.
§5.3 In case of delayed payment, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will charge default interest on the value of the invoice amounting to 4.5% above the currently valid base rate of the European
Central Bank. The right to enforce a claim with respect to any additional damages remains unaffected. Notwithstanding any other stipulations by the buyer, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is
entitled to offset any payments against older outstanding payments. If the delay in payment has already resulted in additional costs and interest, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is entitled to
offset a payment first against the cost, then against the interest and finally against the main service. Agreed part payments are first set against services, then against accessories and finally
against goods.
§5.4 Any settlement with respect to claims of the buyer is excluded, unless Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH has recognized the claim of the buyer in writing or if it has been legally established.
Also excluded is the assertion of rights of retention which are not based on the same contrCurrent relationship, unless the claims asserted by the Buyer were recognized by Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH in writing. Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH accepts no bills of exchange as means of payment. If a buyer is in arrears with respect to an invoice, this will result in
the immediate maturity of all other, still unpaid invoices by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH.
§5.5 The distributors of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH do not have authority to collect debts. If Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH gains knowledge of circumstances after the conclusion of
the contract, which reduce the creditworthiness of the contractor, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is entitled to withdraw from a contract in full or in part, if the contractor does not consent to
match payment with delivery or to provide adequate securities.
§6.0 Service resp. installation
§6.1 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will charge a flat rate or a rate in line with engineering expenses in accordance with the order confirmation for the service or resp. the installation of
systems to be assembled resp. disassembled resp. for the assembly / installation of door / partition wall systems and distribution boxes / power distribution cabinets resp. components.
§6.2 The buyer must take care that Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH has the necessary access to the intended point of use.
§6.3 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will either charge a flat rate for seminars and lectures or in case of possible training courses a rate in accordance with the Current expenses.
§7.0 Reservation of title
§7.1 All products and articles delivered by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH remain until the complete payment (in case of paying by cheque or until its encashment) of all claims, which Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is entitled to with respect to the buyer, no matter on what legal basis, the property of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH.
§7.2 Within the framework of the General Terms and Conditions the buyer is entitled to forward any products and articles by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH to a third Party before they are
paid in full; he is not permitted to sell any products and articles or to assign them as security. Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH may revoke the entitlement in respect of resale at any time. For
safeguarding purposes the buyer therewith assigns in advance all claims towards third parties resulting from reselling or processing or integrating products and articles of Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH including all security interests and ancillary rights to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. The buyer retains the right to collect any of these claims after the
assignment, without the requirement of a special agreement in individual cases. The entitlement of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH to collect these claims itself remains unaffected by this. If it
has been established in case of a resale that the buyer will not be able to provide Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH with a claim against the third party due to global assignations carried out by
him, the buyer may only sell any products and articles by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH if they have completely passed into his ownership. Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is obliged to
retransfer any claims which have been assigned to him for reasons of security as soon as the buyer has fulfilled his obligations with respect to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. If the value of
the existing securities in favour of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH exceeds the claims by more than 20% Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is obliged on at the request of the buyer to
release resp. retransfer all securities at their option.
§7.3 The buyer is – revocable at any time – entitled to collect any assigned claims; he is obliged to hold any money he receives from the assigned claims in trust (to be kept separate) and to pay it
to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH; he already at this point assigns any proceeds resp. the claim to any proceeds to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH .
§7.4 The buyer is obliged to immediately inform Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH about any impairment of rights from the extended and expanded reservation of title, for example due to global
assignation or judicial execution and to inform any third Party about the rights of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. However, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is not obliged to collect any
such claims as long as the buyer fulfils his payment obligations from the proceeds, he is not in arrears and if in particular no application has been made in respect of insolvency or if no proof of a
debt in composition proceedings exists of if payments have not been suspended. If one of the above-mentioned circumstances has been fulfilled, the buyer is obliged to immediately inform Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH of any assigned claims and its debts, and to provide all data required to collect payments. At the request of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH the buyer is obliged to
provide an exact list of assigned claims, stating names and addresses of the debtors (third parties), the amount of the individual claims, date of invoice etc. and to submit all associated documents
and to notify the debtors (third parties) of the assignment.
§7.5 In case of delayed payment, also in respect of other and future deliveries by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH to the buyer, or in case of loss of assets of the buyer, Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is entitled to assert the reservation of title at the reserved goods, to enter the business premises of the buyer and to take possession of the reserved goods.
§7.6 The buyer bears the risk for any goods delivered by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH and is obliged to store them carefully and to insure them sufficiently against loss (theft, fire etc.); in
case of damage, the buyer will assign his claim against the insurance company in advance to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH; this will be a first ranking partial sum of the amount of the
purchase price of the goods delivered by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH under the reservation of title. This also applies if the insurance does not fully cover the overall damage, so that
Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH in such an event will not refer to partial compensation.
§7.7 If the delivered goods are associated with another item in such a way that they become a significant part of that item, the buyer will assign already at this point the co-ownership in this item to
Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH in the ratio of the value of the items connected with each other, which he has taken into safekeeping on behalf of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. The
buyer is obliged to inform Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH as soon as possible of access by third parties, in particular in respect of attachments.
§7.8 Any attachment of the goods of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH or use as collateral is excluded. The claim of the buyers from forwarding is already at this point assigned to Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH including all ancillary rights, irrespective of whether the reserved goods are delivered without or after processing or whether they are delivered by themselves or in
combination with others. In the latter cases the claim amounting to the part of the value of the goods of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH has been assigned to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme
GmbH.
§7.9 All objects to be purchased remain the inalienable property of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH until the complete coverage of all obligations resulting from the sales. If the buyer does not
fulfil his obligations and if the seller asserts his reservation of title, it cannot be argued that the objects had to act for the maintenance of the trade.
§8.0 Periods of delivery
§8.1 (All periods of delivery stated by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH are approximate and non-binding provided they have not explicitly agreed as binding).
§8.2 The period of delivery is deemed to be fulfilled if the objects to be purchased have left the works of if the readiness for despatch has been notified. If the agreed non-binding period of delivery
has been exceeded by more than four months, the buyer has the right to set Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH am adequate final deadline in writing and to explain that he would reject the
acceptance of the object after the expiry of this deadline. If the object to be purchased has not been delivered by the time the final deadline has expired, the buyer is entitled to declare in writing
that he withdraws from the contract or that he requires compensation because of non-fulfilment; in case of slight negligence, this compensation is limited to maximum 5 % of the delivery value.
(The buyer has only a right to claim compensation in case of intention or gross negligence by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH).
§8.3 The period of delivery will be extended adequately in cases of unforeseen obstacles which are outside the supplier's control, independent of the fact whether they occur at the supplier's works
or at the premises of his sub-supplier, eg. breakdowns, delays in the delivery of vital raw materials, lack of raw materials etc. in particular in cases of Acts of God, governmental measures, nonfulfilment of official approvals, labour disputes of any kind such as strikes and sabotage. Such events will extend the period of delivery accordingly even then if they take place during an already
occurring delay. An extension set by the buyer will also be extended by the duration of the unforeseen event.
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§8.4 If the buyer does not accept the goods, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is entitled to insist on the fulfilment of the contract after using an extension of 14 days, whereby the buyer bears
the risk of the incidental loss of the goods for the period between the agreed and the Current time of delivery, or to demand compensation amounting to 25% of the purchase price, unless the
customer can prove that Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH only incurred a slight damage in the concrete case. However, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is free to require a possible higher
compensation if it can provide relevant proof. This claim is the contract currently agreed compensation not a contract current penalty.
§9.0 Notice of defects
§9.1 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH has to be informed immediately in writing about defects which are obvious or which become apparent, however within 5 working days after delivery resp.
establishment of the defect at the latest. If a complaint has not been made within 5 working days, the goods are deemed to have been duly and fully delivered, unless it a defect which could not be
recognized during examination. Insignificant defects, which do not affect the functionality of the delivered goods to not entitle the buyer to refuse their acceptance. Any faulty goods have to be
made available for the investigation of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH in the condition in which they were at the time of establishing the defect. Notwithstanding this the regulation of §377
HGB [Commercial Code] apply. Later warranty claims due to obvious defects can no longer be taken into account. All other warranty claims come under the statute of limitations after six months
from transfer.
§9.2 Apart from that, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH provide warranty by the following stipulation: Compensation will be provided for any damages which provably have occurred before
delivery either through faulty workmanship or through usage of poor materials; at its own discretion Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will either replace the faulty article with a new one or
improve it at the expense of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. The buyer is obliged to grant Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH the required time and opportunity to carry out any
replacements or improvements, otherwise Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will be released from any improvement obligations.
§9.3 Any claims of the buyer of rescinding the sales contract (conversion) or reducing the purchase price (reduction) are excluded, unless it is impossible for Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH to
provide a replacement or improvement within an adequate period of time.
§10.0 Warranty
§10.1 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH guarantees that the contrCurrent products are not afflicted with significant defects, which also include the lack of guaranteed characteristics. All
contrCurrent products will be manufactured with the required care.
§10.2 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will be liable for deficiencies of the delivery, which also include the lack of explicitly agreed characteristics, excluding any further claims as follows:
Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH guarantees that all contrCurrent products are generally correctly described in the product information and are basically operational within this framework. The
technical data and descriptions in the product information alone do not represent any guarantee with respect to certain characteristics. A guarantee of characteristics within the legal sense only
then exists if the relevant statements have been confirmed in writing by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH.
§10.3 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH does not assume any guarantee that the fire protection certificate meets the buyer's requirements resp. for damages which result from: normal
operational wear and tear / improper use / operating errors and careless conduct of the buyer, unless the customer proves that these circumstances are not the cause for the defects in question.
Furthermore a guarantee does not apply if the serial number, classification or similar identifiers have been removed or made illegible.
§10.4 All compensation claims in respect of damages of all kind, which occur as a result of handling and / or operating the delivered goods and / or spare parts, are excluded. The warranty period
is six months and starts with the delivery. This period is a limitation period and also applies to the replacement of damage consequential to defects, provided no other claims from illegal actions are
asserted.
§10.5 Warranty claims cannot be transferred. Independent of this, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH transfers any possible further guarantee and warranty commitments of the manufacturers
fully to the buyer, without fulfilling these itself. In a warranty case, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will either improve or replace any faulty goods; any replaced parts will pass into the
possession of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. If Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH does not remove any defects within an appropriate grace period, which has been set in writing, the buyer
is entitled to demand the rescission of the contract or an adequate reduction of the purchase price. In case of any improvements, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH will assume all labour costs.
All other costs of the improvement as well as all ancillary costs associated with a replacement, in particular transport costs for the replacement are borne by the customer, provided these other
costs are not disproportionate to the value of the contract.
§10.6 If the examination of a notice of defect results in the fact that no warranty case exists, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is entitled to demand to be compensated for all costs. Any costs
for the examination and the repair will be charged according to the currently valid services prices of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH.
§10.7 Only persons authorized by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH are entitled to carry out repairs on site.
§10.8 All further or other claims of the buyer apart from those which are included in these stipulations, independent of any legal reasons, because of faulty delivery, in particular the replacement of
an immediate damage, including the replacement of those damages which are not in respect of the delivered article itself, but which have been caused through its use, its uselessness or by any
other means, including claims in tort are excluded, except when otherwise stipulated.
§10.9 In case of using the warranty / guarantee as well as in case of chargeable repair orders and returns of any kind, the customer must observe the handling guidelines of Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH, which are stated in the valid pricelist of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH.
§11.0 Liability and further warranty
§11.1 Any further claims are excluded except when otherwise stipulated. Therefore Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is not liable for damages which have not been occurred to the delivered
articles itself; in particular Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is not liable for lost income or other pecuniary damages of the buyers. This exclusion applies in particular to claims due to culpa in
contrahendo, infringement of ancillary obligations and the liability of the producer pursuant to §823 BGB [Civil Code]. This release from liability does not apply if the cause of the damage is based
on intentional or gross negligence. Furthermore it does not apply if the customer asserts compensation claims due to the lack of a quality insurance covering the consequential damage risk
because of non-fulfilment.
§11.2 If Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH negligently infringes against a significant contrCurrent obligation, the liability for damages in respect of material or personal damage of Celsion
Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is limited to the replacement of this product liability insurance. The liability for damages is in any case limited to the damage which can be foreseen at the time of
concluding the contract.
§11.3 The above-mentioned exclusions of liability and limitations do not apply to claims in accordance with the Product Liability Act or because of similar inability or inability to be understood by
Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. If a liability by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH is excluded or limited, this also applies to the personal liability of members of staff, employees,
representatives and vicarious agents.
§12.0 Industrial property rights of third parties
§12.1 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH does not assume any liability for the fact that the contrCurrent contracts might infringe against industrial property rights or copyrights of third parties. The
customer must immediately inform Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH of all claims made against him for that reason.
§12.2 As far as the delivered products have been manufactured in accordance with designs or instructions of the buyer, the customer must release Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH from all
claims that third parties might be asserting due to the infringement of industrial property rights and copyrights. An adequate advance must be paid for any possible legal costs.
§13.0 Data protection
§13.1 The customer herewith gives his explicit agreement in respect of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH being permitted to process any data which it has become aware of within the
framework of the contrCurrent relationship and which is required to process the order.
§13.2 The customer also agrees that Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH may use any data obtained during the course of the business relationship within the meaning of the Data Protection Act
also for business purposes of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH and within Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH.
§13.3 With respect to the commercial processing of deliveries by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH are able to record and process any personal data of the
buyer and use it within the framework of the assigned purpose of the concluded business.
§13.4 The customer also confirm that all provided information and / or documents are in strict confidence and are subject to the obligation to maintain secrecy. If he is not the intended addressee
we indicated that every using, forwarding and copy will be illegal. He has to inform us and to delete / abolish the data / email out of his system.
§14.0 Collateral agreements
§14.1 All assurances and agreements which have been made between Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH and the buyer, including agreements made by telephone, by telegram or by fax, which
contradict any of the above-mentioned stipulations or go beyond these as well as amendments of all kinds, in particular with respect to the payment terms, have to be, if they shall apply, explicitly
confirmed in writing by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. This applies in particular to all verbal collateral agreements of sales representatives of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. This also
applies to any amendments or exclusion of our General Terms and Conditions.
§14.2 Possible conditions of purchase will be ignored by us if they contradict our General Terms and Conditions, which will take priority in cases of doubt. One-sided amendments of these General
Terms and Conditions, in particular of the terms of payment by the buyer are inadmissible and non-binding on us.
§14.3 Should individual provisions of this agreement be unenforceable or invalid, the legal validity of the remaining contrCurrent provision will not be affected. The contracting parties are in this
case obliged to convert or supplement the legally ineffective contrCurrent provision so that the intention of the parties expressed with the ineffective provision, taking the intended economic
purpose into account, is achieved. The legal validity of the remaining contrCurrent provisions will not be affected.
§14.4 Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH has to be informed in writing prior to any delivery to the United States of America (USA) whether directly or indirectly. Should this feedback information or
/ and the maintenance measures which apply to our products not been carried out by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH it will not assume any liability. The buyer basically accepts that the
legislation of WHO resp. WTO applies. Any compensation claims valid in USA will be replaced by claims which are applied in Germany. The place of jurisdiction is Germany.
§14.5 Maintenance measures have to be carried out by trained Celsion employees in accordance with legal guidelines and the periods which have been stated within the product and installation
instructions. Sales partners require a written confirmation that the required technical competence is guaranteed. In order to carry out all maintenance work, all employees will be trained in regular
intervals, however, at least every 6 months. In case of a lack of maintenance intervals one has to work on the assumption that a fire protection function has been impaired or even does no longer
exist.
§14.6 The guidelines of the installation instructions and the legal regulations and standards have to be adhered to in respect of installing the fire protection systems, whereby particular emphasis is
place on the requirements of VDE, DIN and EN regulations, standards or law. In case of queries, Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH has to be contacted immediately in order to coordinate
possible contradictions through special application cases with the relevant material testing authorities or of the DIBT (German Institute for Construction Technique).
§14.7 Should the buyer have any reservations in respect of the General Terms and Conditions, these have to be declared in writing within 14 days after receiving the order confirmation to the seller
within Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH. If no such declaration has been made, these terms and conditions are deemed as being fully accepted.
§15.0 EG Import Turnover Tax
§15.1 If the buyer has his seat outside Germany he is obliged to adhere to the Import Turnover Tax of the European Union. This includes in particular the notification of the VAT Identification
Number to Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH without separate enquiry.
§15.2 The buyer is obliged to provide Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH at their request with the required information about his capacity as an entrepreneur, with regard of the use and the
transportation of the delivered goods as well as with respect to the obligation to register. The buyer is obliged to compensate Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH with respect to all expenses, in
particular a processing fee, which might have been incurred due to incomplete resp. incorrect statements of the buyer with regard to the Import Turnover Tax.
§15.3 Any obligation by Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH resulting from statements of the buyer with respect to Import Turnover Tax resp. the relevant associated data is excluded, provided no
intention resp. gross negligence exists on the part of Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH.
§16.0 Place of fulfilment and place of jurisdiction
§16.1 Application of law, place of jurisdiction – the law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies. The application of the regulations of the United Nations with regard to contracts concerning the
international sale of goods dated 11th April 1980 is excluded.
§16.2 Place of jurisdiction – also with respect to summary procedures (available for claims for a specified sum or quantity, where plaintiff relies entirely on documentary evidence) and special
procedures deciding claims arising out of a bill of exchange is Bautzen (Sachsen), Federal Republic of Germany. Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH, however, is entitled to file a complaint
against the buyer at any other place of jurisdiction.
§16.3 Area of application: the above-mentioned General Terms and Conditions apply from 1st January 2003.
§16.4 Radibor, May 2009; General terms and conditions Celsion Brandschutzsysteme GmbH; District court of Dresden HRB 27622
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General Construction Certifications and Test Certificates (excerpt)
Status: October 2011

Z-6.55-2109

Z-6.55-2111

Z-6.55-2112

Z-6.55-2113

Z-6.55-2123

Z-6.55-2124

Z-6.55-2125

Z-6.55-2126

Z-6.55-2128

Z-86.1-4

Z-86.1-5

Z-86.1-10

Z-86.1-23

Z-86.1-28

Z-86.1-33

Z-86.1-35

Z-86.1-36

Z-19.11-1956

P-BWU03-I 17.2.53
Please request our most updated Verifications of Availability
by phone under (+49) 3591 - 270 78 – 15 or by
e-mail under marketing@celsion.de.
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NOTES

Status: October 2011; for Professional Planners, Architects, and Specialist Companies
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